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Abstract: The expected hop count (EHC) or performability of a wireless sensor network 
(WSN) with probabilistic node failures provides the expected number of operational 
nodes a message traverses from a set of sensors to reach its target station. This paper 
proposes a novel approach for computing the EHC of a practical communication model 
for WSN, k-of-all-sources to any-terminal (k-of-S,t). Techniques based on factoring and 
Boolean techniques solve the EHC when k=1 for |S|≥1 However, they fail to scale with 
large WSN and are not useful for computing the EHC with k>1. To overcome these 
problems, we propose an Augmented Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (OBDD-A) 
approach, which obtains the EHC for all cases of (k-of-S,t). We use randomly generated 
wireless networks and grid networks having up to 4.61020 (s,t)-minpaths to generate 
results. Results show that OBDD-A can obtain the EHC for networks that are unsolvable 
with existing approaches. 
Keywords: Binary decision diagram, expected hop count, many-to-one communication, 
network reliability, sensor network 
1. Introduction 
Recently, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been proposed for various critical 
monitoring systems such as military, environment, and security [1-3]. Data dissemination 
in WSNs is categorized into tasks (a base station sends tasks to one or more sensors) and 
events (one or more sensor nodes send sensor data to the base station) [1] using various 
communication models. For tasks, the unicast (s,t), multicast (s,k-of-T), and broadcast 
(s,T) from a source base station s are typically used, for tT, all sensors of set T in the 
field, and k≥1. For events, the many-to-one communication model (k-of-S,t) is used, for all 
sensors of set S in the field and a target base station t. The model (s,t) is used for a single 
sensor node. Refer to [2] for multi-modal data acquisition details.  
Sensor nodes in a WSN may be subject to random failures [4], or deliberate acts. We 
assume that communications will succeed when both communicating nodes are 
functioning. To address its reliability (REL), the directed diffusion paradigm [3] includes 
an event acquisition mechanism that is robust to node failures. However alternate paths 
may increase the number of hops and degrade the system responsiveness or Expected Hop 
Count (EHC). As most WSN applications require end-to-end delay-constraints, it is crucial 
to develop models to evaluate the performability of such critical systems for the various
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communication models. While two distinct reliability models exist for WSN, this paper 
focuses on EHC. This means that the infrastructure reliability [5] model is used.
AboElFotoh, et al. [4] employed the factoring theorem to obtain EHC(k-of-S,t), the EHC 
for (k-of-S,t) model for k=1 and |S|≥1 (i.e., EHC(s,t) and EHC(1-of-S,t)) and showed the 
problem is #P-hard. Soh, et al. [6] proposed a Boolean technique to compute the EHC. 
Brooks, et al. [7] used random graph models to approximate EHC(s,t) in mobile WSN, but 
assume link failures. Note, none of the methods [4, 6, 7] are useful for computing the 
general REL and EHC metrics (i.e., k>1) when a large number of paths are involved (e.g., 
a 2100 grid network that contains 4.61020 (s,t)-minpaths). Since (k-of-S,t) metrics are 
applicable in a range of critical applications, including smart houses, earthquake and 
tsunami detection as well as perimeter security, improved techniques for their solution are 
needed.  
This paper proposes an Augmented Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (OBDD-A) to 
compute EHC(k-of-S,t) for k≥1 and |S|≥1. Our OBDD-A is an extension of the OBDD[8] 
in that it stores network state information in each diagram node. References [9, 10] use 
OBDD techniques to solve reliability problems such as REL(s,t), REL(s,k-of-T), and 
REL(s,T). The approaches in [9, 10] generate OBDD nodes to take advantage of 
isomorphism through hash table lookups, but they do not explicitly link them into a 
diagram. However these nodes contain no information on path length and as a result, these 
methods cannot be used to calculate the network EHC (refer to Section 3). Our OBDD-A 
method generates network information as part of the creation of each node. This additional 
information enables our OBDD-A to solve the EHC as well as REL.  
The layout of the paper is as follows. Section 2 gives a definition of the network 
model and reviews OBDDs, especially their use for calculating the reliability of a network. 
In Section 3 we introduce the EHC problem. We propose an OBDD-A to solve the EHC 
problem in Section 4. In Section 5, we apply OBDD-A to a number of networks and 
present the results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.  
2. Background 
2.1 Network Model and Terminology 
We model a WSN using a graph G(V,E), where each vertex in V represents a computer, 
router or sensor, and every edge in E denotes a wired/wireless communication medium 
between the vertices. Communication occurs by a set S of source devices (e.g., sensors) 
sending messages towards a target device (e.g., a monitoring station). A vertex vj is said to 
be UP (DOWN) if it is functioning (failed). Let pj (qj=1-pj) be the operational (failure) 
probability of vj. We assume: that vertex failures are statistically independent and that the 
edges are always functioning. If edges are also prone to failure the multivariate form [11] 
of the algorithm given in this paper should be used. 
Let n=|V|, and let the vertices (v0, v1, …, vn-1) of V be ordered in increasing distance 
to target vertex v0, except that the source vertices, S, are always labelled vn-|S| to vn-1. The 
width of G(V,E) is defined as W=MAX(|i – j|: e=(vi,vj) or {vi,vj}E). For example, a 2M 
grid WSN has W=2, and the network in Figure 1 has W=3. Larger width increases the 
number of nodes generated in OBDD-A, and reduces the efficiency of our approach. In 
this paper, directed and undirected edges are sorted in increasing order of vj and, then, in 
increasing order of vi. Such an ordering helps minimize W and the number of reverse 
directed edges (vi,vj) where i>j. Figure 1 shows such a vertex and edge ordering. 
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A (s,t)-minpath Pi between a source vsS and v0 in G(V,E) traverses a loop-free path 
and is formed by a sequence of UP vertices. A reaching path from vertex vx is a minpath, 
but leading from vx to v0, where vx may not be a source vertex. We write a minpath or 
reaching path using its sub-scripts; e.g., the minpath (v9, v6, v3, v1,v0,) is written as 96310. 
 
Figure 1: Sample Network 
2.2 Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (OBDD)  
The OBDD represents Boolean functions [8]. Figure 2(a) is an OBDD for function 
3231 xxxx   where a solid (dashed) line denotes xi = 1 (xi = 0). Here circles (squares) 
are non-terminal (terminal) nodes. Note that a terminal with 1 (0) is a success (failure) 
node. To reduce the number of nodes, remove duplicate (isomorphic) nodes whose sub-
trees are identical (Figure 2(b)). Utilizing isomorphism between nodes is one of the 
strengths of OBDD because it prevents sub-trees from being re-evaluated. Further, when 
the evaluation of a particular variable (node) does not affect the sub-tree, the redundant 
node can be removed as shown in Figure 2(c). The size of the OBDD that represents a 
function is dependant on the ordering of the variables [8]. Finding an optimal ordering for 
OBDDs is a NP-Complete problem [12], and thus several non-optimal ordering techniques 
are used [13]. 
 
 (a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2: An Example for OBDD[8] 
In the application of the OBDD technique to reliability [9], each variable (node) 
represents a vertex vi or an edge ei that is either UP with pi or DOWN with qi = 1 – pi. The 
probability that the network is connected is then given by tracing paths upwards from the 
success terminal nodes and multiplying the reaching path probabilities by pi (qi) for a 
positive (negative) sub-tree. Since each traversed path represents a disjoint event the 
probability of each such path is added to give the network reliability. 
3. Reliability and Expected Hop Count 
Let =(U) represent a state of a network G(V,E) when all vertices in UV (V-U)) are UP 
(DOWN). The REL(k-of-S,t) is computed from the set of all success states g. This 
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model allows multiple source vertices and the system is successful only if at least k of the 
duplicate messages from distinct sources are received by the target station. In other words, 
a success state g contains at least k (si,t)-minpaths of G(V,E), for distinct siS. In 
addition to the success state information, computing the EHC requires the length of each 
g denoted as 1≤L(g)≤n-1. We consider L(g) to be the k
th
 shortest distinct (s-t)-
minpath; that is, the longest of the k shortest distinct (s,t)-minpaths. For example, consider 
S={v8,v9}, k=2 and t=v0 in Figure 1. The network state g=(v0, v1, v2, v4, v5, v6, v7, v8, v9) 
contains the two (s,t)-minpaths 97420 and 985420 from v9 and minpath 85420 from v8. 
The shortest minpath from v9 has length 4 and the one from v8 also has length 4. It is a 
success state since it contains (s,t)-minpaths from k=2 distinct source vertices. Since k=2, 
L(g)=4, the second-shortest of the two lengths.  


















, and that the denominator in Eq. (1) is REL(k-of-S,t). The 
problem of computing EHC(s,t) and EHC(1-of-S,t), i.e., EHC(k-of-S,t) with k=1 and |S|=1, 
and k=1 and |S|>1 respectively, have been shown #P-hard [4]. 
Continuing the above example with each pi = 0.9 we find that the sum of all Pr(g) 
with length 4 is 0.75051279, with length 5 is 0.027221589, and with length 6 is 
0.001062882. Thus REL(2-of-S,t)=0.77879726, and 
 EHC(2-of-S,t) = 
77879726.0
20.00106288690.0272215850.750512794   = 4.0376829.  
4. OBDD-A for Computing REL and EHC 
4.1 The Mathematical Model of the OBDD-A  
Let (N,G) denote an OBDD-A for the graph G(V,E), where N is the set of OBDD-A 




}. Without loss of generality, let N0 be the root node. Let N2i+1 
(N2i+2) be the left or negative (right or positive) child node of Ni, for i=0, 1, 2, … .  
(N,G) is divided into n=|V| levels, where N0 is on level 0, N1 and N2 on level 1, N3, N4, 
N5, and N6 on level 2, and so on. Thus any node Ni is on level j if and only if 2
j
-1 ≤ i ≤ 
2
j+1
-2. Each level j of (N,G) represents a decision on the state (UP for each right child 
and DOWN for each left child) of vj, and we say that a node on this level decides variable 
vj and call it the decision variable (DV) for Ni. 
Our OBDD-A is an OBDD in which each of the nodes NiN contains a pair [VIi, CIi] 
representing information used to calculate REL and EHC. In contrast to the two-pass 
scheme in [9], our approach generates (N,G), REL, and EHC directly from G(V,E). The 
VI/CI notation tracks which vertices have been reached by messages but has no record of 
where the messages originated. Hence, to make sure that messages from k distinct sources 
have reached the target, we start at the target vertex and backtrack messages to the 
sources.  
The condition information, CIi, is a set of conditions {C0, C1, … C|CI|-1} of the form 
Cx=(va,vb,Lx) where Lx is the length of the shortest path of UP vertices from vertex va to 
vertex vb. Each condition represents a path through the network that can be taken if its 
endpoint is reached. 
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. VIi has the property that if one component of VIi contains a 
pair with vertex vj then all components of VIi contain a pair with this vertex. 






VIi} be the set of undecided 
vertices that have known reaching paths to v0. As an example, for N2=[VI2={({(v1,1), 
(v2,1) }, 0.9)}, CI1={ })], we have VS2={v1, v2}. Note that decided vertices need not be 
























Let the probability that a message takes a path having L hops be denoted as Pr(L). As 
successful components are found the probabilities Pr(L) are calculated by the OBDD-A. 
When the generation of OBDD-A nodes is complete all Pr(L) are used to calculate REL 
and EHC. 
4.2 OBDD-A Node Type   
An OBDD-A node is terminal (non-terminal) if it does not (does) have children. Our 
approach processes each non-terminal node in a breadth-first fashion to better take 
advantage of node isomorphism. When a terminal node represents only states that meet the 
requirements for the problem, it becomes a success node. The REL and EHC are 
computed from the reaching path probabilities contained in all success nodes. When the 
requirements cannot be met from the current state it is a failure node. A failure node has 
no sub-trees containing a success node. To avoid generating redundant information, it is 
favourable to detect failure nodes as early as possible. When VSi=, node Ni must be a 
failure node; however, a failure node Ni may have a non-empty VSi, and detecting such 
nodes is computationally expensive. Hence the OBDD-A algorithm detects Ni failed only 
if VSi=. 
A node Ni for which VSiS≠ (i.e. at least one minpath has been found) is not 
necessarily successful since the EHC calculation requires the shortest path to the target. 
Because one component of a node might be successful while another is not, individual 
components are tested for success. A success component representing a state of length L is 
removed from the node and its probability is added to Pr(L). 
A component is detected as successful only if it has at least k minpaths from distinct 
source vertices. If the longest of these k paths is L, no other reaching paths from a non-
target vertex can have length less than L-1. The length of the state represented by the 
component is equal to the k
th
 longest of the minpaths. For example if k=2 and there are 
minpaths of length 4, 5 and 6 in a component, the component represents a state of length 
5. Every reaching path in the component would be required to be length 4 or above.  
4.3 Node Isomorphism  
Isomorphic nodes have equivalent sub-trees. Merging them into one node avoids the need 
to process them separately. Each merge operation effectively prunes one of the sub-trees. 
Definition: Nodes Ni and Nj at the same level in (N,G) are isomorphic if VSi=VSj and 
CIi=CIj. We write Ni = Nj. 
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Relaxing the definition by excluding CI increases the number of nodes found to be 
isomorphic but also greatly increases the computational complexity of processing each 
node. Similarly, strengthening the definition by requiring that the reaching path lengths be 
identical reduces the computational complexity per node at the cost of fewer nodes found 
to be isomorphic. 
Two isomorphic nodes Ni and Nj can be merged into one node that keeps the VS and 
CI of merged nodes; without loss of generality, let the resulting node be Ni, if i<j. When 
two isomorphic nodes Ni and Nj are merged, the VI are combined as follows. Every 
component M
x





VIj are identical, then the merged node has a component 
that is identical to M
x




. Note that since VSi=VSj we are 








; for component 




a for every vaVSi. 
As an example, consider two isomorphic nodes N58=[{({(v5,3),(v6,3),(v7,5)}, 
0.06561)}, {}], and N62= [{({(v5,3),(v6,3),(v7,3)}, 0.59049)}, {}]. To merge N62 into N58 
we compare the single components in both nodes. Since the components are not equal (due 
to different reaching path lengths) we add the component from N62 into N58 giving N58=[{ 
({(v5,3),(v6,3),(v7,5)},0.06561), ({(v5,3),(v6,3),(v7,3)},0.59049) }, {}]. Further, consider 
isomorphic nodes N25=[{({(v4,2)},0.0081)}, {}] and N29=[{({(v4,2)},0.0729)}, {}]. Each 
has only one component, and they are equal. Hence the merged node has one component 
with the sum of the two probabilities; N25=[{({(v4,2)},0.081)}, {}]. 
4.4 Processing an Augmented OBDD Node  
When processing a node Ni, the function Process in Figure 3 first creates the positive 
child, N2i+2 and then modifies it to represent the case of the decision vertex being UP. This 
involves modifying the probability of all components (Steps 2 and 3), following each edge 
entering the decision vertex, visiting its other endpoint (Steps 4 and 5) and then adding the 
edge to CI2i+2 (Step 6). Any condition with an endpoint on the decision variable is also 
followed and the other endpoint is visited (Steps 7 and 8). Lastly any pair of conditions 
with an end point on the decision variable are merged to form a new condition (Steps 9 
and 10).  
When a vertex va is added to VSi we say that va has been visited. The visit(vj, va, Lx) 
function represents a new path being added, extending a reaching path from vj to a 
reaching path from va along a path segment of length Lx. This means if the existing 
shortest reaching path from vj has length Lj we have a new reaching path from va of length 
Lj + Lx. The function checks to see whether a reaching path from va already exists. If no 
such reaching path exists or the existing reaching path has length greater than Lj + Lx then 
the new length is recorded as the minimum length from vertex va. This is done for every 
component. Note that only the lengths of the paths are recorded.  
If pi<1.0, the function Process also creates a negative child N2i+1 which is initialized 
as a copy of Ni (Steps 11 and 12). The probabilities of all components are modified by 
multiplying them with the probability of failure of the decision variable (Steps 13 and 14) 
but the other updates applied to the positive child are not needed. Lastly all references to 
the decision variable are removed from the VI and CI of both nodes (Steps 15 to 20).  




4.5 OBDD-A Algorithm  
Figure 4 shows our OBDD-A algorithm. Step 1 sets the root node N0= [VI0=({(v0, 
L
0
0=0)}, P=1.0), CI0={}]. We note that VS0=v0 for all networks. Hence the first level of 
(N,G) contains a single node deciding v0. In Step 2, we initialize the current queue QC, 
the next queue QN={}, and set the decision variable, DV, to 0. We also initialize the 
probabilities of each possible reaching path length to zero. QC stores the unprocessed 
nodes on level DV, while QN contains the nodes to be processed on level DV+1. When 
QC=QN={}, the node generation is complete and the algorithm halts; if only QC={}, we set 
QC=QN and QN={}, and increment DV. We then remove the first node Ni from QC and call 
Process to create N2i+2 (and possibly N2i+1). 
In Step 8, each component is tested for success. Such components are removed and 
Pr(L) is updated accordingly. Finally, in Steps 9-14 we test each child node; if it is non-
terminal we check for isomorphism with nodes on the next level of the OBDD-A and 
either merge the new node with an existing isomorphic node, or add it to QN if no 
isomorphic node exists. The algorithm then repeats from Step 3. 
When both queues are empty (Step 3), we process the stored probabilities to generate 
REL and EHC as discussed in Section 3. One of the advantages of this approach is that we 
not only obtain REL and EHC, but the individual Pr(L) as well. For example we could use 












// Let Ni = (VIi, CIi) and vj be the decision variable.  
 1. N2i+2  Ni. 




 3. Px  Px pj. 
 4.     for each edge e=(va, vj), {va, vj} or {vj, va} in E do  //va ≠ vj  
 5. visit (vj, va, 1). 
 6. add (va, vj, 1) to CI2i+2; also add (va, vj, 1) if e is undirected 
 7.  for each Cy=(va, vj, L
y)CI2i+2 do 
 8.  visit (vj, va, L
y). 
 9. for each (va,vj,L
y)CI2i+2  and each (vj,vb,L
z)CI2i+2 do 
10. add (va, vb, L
y+Lz) to CI2i+2. 
11. if pj<1.0 then 
12.  N2i+1  Ni. 
13.  for each Mx VI2i+2 do 
14.  Px  Px qj. 
15. for each (vj, L
x
j)M
x with Mx(VI2i+1  VI2i+2 ) do 
16. delete (vj, L
x
j). 
17. for each (va,vj,L
y)(CI2i+1 CI2i+2) do 
18. delete (va,vj, L
y).  
19. for each (vj,vb, L
y)(CI2i+1CI2i+2) do 
20. delete (vj,vb, L
y).  
Figure 3: The Process function 





Figure 4: The OBDD-A Algorithm 
4.6 Example 
To illustrate our OBDD-A algorithm, we compute the EHC for the network in Figure 1. 
with S={v9,v8}, t=v0 and k =2. Let pi=0.9 for all vertices. 
    Step 1 of the algorithm in Figure 4 sets N0 = [VI0=({(v0, L
0
0=0)}, P=1.0), CI0={}]. 
Step 2 sets DV=0, QC={N0} and QN={}. For a WSN, N0 represents the state of G(V,E) 
when the target has received a message which we will track back towards the source(s). 
The target vertex has at this stage not been decided as UP, so the message has not 
propagated any further. Step 3 does not apply since QC is non-empty. 
First, we call Process(N0,v0). This creates N1 and N2, which are initially copies of N0. 
The nodes are multiplied by q0=0.1 and p0=0.9 respectively. Since DV=0, the state of N2 
is updated by following all edges entering v0. The edges are e0= (v0, v1), and e1=(v0, v2), 
causing vertices v1 and v2 to be visited. In each case the instance of ({(v0, 0)}, P) is copied 
to a new pair such as ({(vx, 1)}, P), representing the message travelling one more hop to 
the next vertex. As a result, VI2 = { ({(v0,0), (v1,1), (v2,1)},0.9) }. 
We next add conditions representing all of the adjacent edges (Step 6 of Process). 
The conditions added are (v0, v1, 1) and (v0, v2, 1) representing e0 and e1, respectively. We 
then combine any pairs of conditions (va, v0, L
x
) and (v0, vb, L
y
), however N2 does not 
contain any conditions (va, v0, L) to match those just added and no action is taken. Lastly, 
we delete all elements of VI1, VI2, CI1 and CI2 that contain the decided vertex v0. This 
gives N1=[VI1={({},0.1)}, CI2 = { }], VS1={ } N2=[VI2={({(v1,1), (v2,1)},0.9)}, CI2 = {}] 
and VS2 = {v1, v2}. Note that since VS1 is empty, N1 is a failure node and is not stored on 
QN. Since QN is empty, N2 is not isomorphic to any existing nodes and is appended. We 
then return to Step 3, and continue repeating the loop until both queues are empty. 
The successful components are ({(v6,3),(v8,4),(v9,4)}, 0.59049), 
({(v7,3),(v8,4),(v9,4)}, 0.11219) and ({(v7,3),(v8,4),(v9,4)}, 0.04783) of length 4, 
({(v8,4),(v9,5)}, 0.017656) and ({(v8,4),(v9,5)}, 0.0095659) of length 5, and 
({(v8,4),(v9,6)}, 0.00010629) and ({(v8,4),(v9,6)}, 0.00095659) of length 6. Each has 
information on source vertices v8 and v9, and some also have information on one of v6 or 
v7. 
OBDD-A Algorithm 
1. Create root node N0 [VI0={(v0, L
0
0=0)}, P=1.0), CI0={}]. 
2. QC{N0}, QN{ }, DV0, and Pr(L) 0. // for L=1 to n-1 
3. if QC={ } and QN={ } then compute REL and EHC. //from Pr(L), use Eq(1) 
4. else if QC={ } and QN{ } then QC  QN, QN  { } and DV  DV + 1. 
5. Remove the first node Ni from QC. 
6. Call Process(Ni, DV) to create N2i+2 (and possibly N2i+1). 
7. for each child N created in step 6 do 
8.   for each success component Mx of length L do P(L) P(L)+Px. 
9.   if N is non terminal then 
10. for each NqQN do 
11.   if N = Nq then 
12.      merge N into Nq. 
13.      break. 
14.   if no Nq was isomorphic to N then add N to QN. 
15. goto 3. 
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When a success component is detected, the reaching path length to the target and its 
reaching path probability are noted and the component is removed from the node. When a 
node contains only success components, it is a success terminal node. So for the given 
example, Pr(4)=0.75051279, Pr(5)= 0.027221589, and Pr(6)= 0.001062882. This gives 
REL = 0.75051279 + 0.027221589 + 0.001062882 = 0.778797261 and EHC = 
(40.75051279 + 50.027221589 + 60.001062882 ) / 0.778797261 = 4.037682918. 
5. Simulation Results and Discussions 
5.1 Simulation Environments 
We have implemented our OBDD-A algorithm in C++ and run it on a Pentium computer 
(2 Xeon 3.2GHz processors, 1MB cache, 2GB RAM). Topologies WSN-1 through WSN-
4 are generated by placing 50 devices randomly in a unit square, assuming a transmission 
radius of 0.5, and connecting any devices able to communicate directly as per the fixed 
radius model [14]. We assume pi=0.9 for each vertex; source and target vertices have pi = 
1.0. For each simulation, the run time in CPU seconds is averaged over five runs
1
. 
Simulations using our OBDD-A and sum-of-disjoint products (SDP) techniques [6] for 
generating REL(s,t) and EHC(s,t) produced exactly the same results, verifying the 
correctness of our approach.  
    To see the effects of vertex and edge ordering (discussed in Section 2.1) on our 
OBDD-A performances, we considered two sets of input files: one with random ordering, 
and the other with the described ordering. Our simulation shows that the ordering 
significantly affects the performance of OBDD-A. As an example, computing REL(s,t) 
and EHC(s,t) for a 66 grid with (without) sorting generates 6592 (9548) OBDD-A nodes 
and takes 9(18) CPU seconds. Note that this ordering reduces its width, W, from 25 to 6, 
and hence reduces the number of conditions, CI, and vertices in VS of the OBDD-A. This 
reduces both the number of diagram nodes generated and their processing time. All input 
files used for the remaining simulations were ordered as described in Section 2.1. 
5.2 Results for EHC(s,t) 
The SDP approach has been shown to be more efficient than the factoring method [6], and 
therefore we compare the performance of our OBDD-A only with that of the solution [6] 
provided by the authors. As shown in Table 1, our OBDD-A is generally more efficient on 
the larger networks, especially the grid networks. Also, OBDD-A is able to compute the 
REL and EHC of large grid networks that contain up to 4.6x10
20
 (s,t)-minpaths. The SDP 
approach is not efficient for this network type because: (i) it is not feasible to generate the 
huge number of minpaths, and (ii) it requires large amounts of memory and CPU time to 
convert the paths into their disjoint terms. A simulation marked DNC in the Table 1 did 
not complete within 5 minutes of CPU time. 
The OBDD-A approach is particularly efficient with networks with low width W. The 
performance of the OBDD-A approach is not directly related to the number of paths, as 
can be seen in Table 1. This is because reaching paths of the same length are merged, 
which is especially apparent in the grid networks with low W. Note that the performance 
of OBDD-A is better on the grids of width 2 than the grids of width 3. In particular, the 
333 grid with 99 vertices takes considerably more processing time and generates more 
                                                          
 
1 We used multiple runs to eliminate slight inconsistencies in CPU time generated. The standard deviation was 
extremely low in general (2% or lower) so it was decided that five runs were sufficient. 
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nodes than the 2100 grid with 200 vertices. The SDP performs better for networks of 
larger width that have a small number of paths, such as the 66 grid. 
Table 1: OBDD-A vs. Boolean Techniques 
Network W #Paths REL(s,t) EHC(s,t) 
OBDD-A SDP 
|N| Time Time 
Grid 218 2 3382 0.6629 18.6695 97 0.003 4.079 
Grid 250 2 1.610
10
 0.2928 52.9231 289 0.030 DNC 
Grid 2100 2 4.610
20
 0.0817 106.4860 589 0.227 DNC 
Grid 312 3 3652 0.9167 13.1953 355 0.015 6.028 
Grid 333 3 2.310
10 
0.7910 35.6753 2164 0.915 DNC 
Grid 49 4 1949 0.9629 11.0336 1462 0.176 2.743 
Grid 66 6 832 0.9828 9.01288 6778 9.411 2.449 
WSN-1 24 28280 0.6905 10.3843 588 0.089 30.226 
WSN-2 36 8548 0.8579 6.3497 1460 0.440 2.304 
WSN-3 10 118440 0.3819 15.2223 1358 0.133 DNC 
WSN-4 45 471 0.9897 2.1909 6592 30.412 0.265 
The four WSNs shown were chosen as representative of the networks generated. 
WSN-1 and WSN-3 have a large number of paths while WSN-2 and WSN-4 have far 
fewer paths. The number of hops between the source and target vertices also varies 
between the networks, as evidenced by the EHC results shown in Table 1. The width of 
these networks is not as clear an indicator of OBDD-A performance as with grid networks 
because they are less evenly distributed, but it is noteworthy that the network with the 
highest width, WSN-4, is the network for which OBDD-A displayed the worst 
performance Note also that OBDD-A was able to solve WSN-3 (with the low W and large 
number of paths) while SDP could not. 
5.3 Results for EHC(1-of-S,t) and EHC(k-of-S,t) 
Table 2 shows the performance of OBDD-A for computing the REL and EHC of the 6x6 
grid network shown in Figure 5. The vertex marked t is the target v0 for all models shown, 
and the source(s) vary as shown in the table, chosen from the vertices marked 32 to 35. 
The number of OBDD-A nodes generated and the time in CPU seconds are shown in 
Table 2. 
Table 2: OBDD-A Performance on Different Models 
Model S Nodes  Time REL EHC 
(1-of-S,t) {35} 7712 9.4 0.9720 10.0012 
(1-of-S,t) {34,35} 7703 9.3 0.9828 9.0129 
(2-of-S,t) {34,35} 7714 9.4 0.9828 10.0129 
(1-of-S,t) {32,33,35} 8014 9.4 0.9856 7.0742 
(2-of-S,t) {32,33,35} 8136 9.5 0.9833 9.0198 
(3-of-S,t) {32,33,35} 8139 9.5 0.9818 10.0183 
 
As can be seen, the EHC increases and the REL decreases as k increases. For equal k, the 
EHC decreases and REL increases for increasing |S|. Note that when |S|=1, (1-of-S,t) is an 
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(s,t), and as shown in Table 2, computing the model for |S|>1 is more efficient since there 
is more opportunity for a branch of the diagram to terminate earlier. Our OBDD-A 
approach computes the solution to all models in comparable time and number of nodes 
generated. The performance of OBDD-A for solving models EHC(k-of-S,t) is comparable 
with that of EHC(s, t). 
 
Figure 5: 66 Grid Network 
6. Conclusions 
This paper describes a model for the REL and EHC of a WSN, and presents an algorithm 
for solving it. Our OBDD-A approach is competitive on general networks, while being 
more efficient for networks with low width W, especially grid networks. Further, since the 
performance of the OBDD-A method is not directly related to the number of paths or cuts 
in the solution, our approach can solve problems with extremely large pathsets that the 
existing factoring [4] and SDP [6] approaches cannot. Our approach solves the (k-of-S,t) 
model for k>1 which was not addressed in [4] and [6]. 
The OBDD-A is equally applicable for network models with multiple targets, such as 
(s,k-of-T) by starting at the source and following the flow towards the target vertices. The 
approach can be generalized for (ki-of-Si,T) where each Si is a group of source vertices 
and at least ki messages from distinct vertices in group Si are required to reach at least one 
of the target vertices in T. Similarly we can solve (S, ki-of-Ti) by starting at the sources. 
It is noted that for the case of vertex and edge failure, an OMDD-A is more efficient 
than the OBDD-A [11]. For the case of vertex failure and perfect edges, the grouping of 
variables in [11] is not applicable. Research will be undertaken to investigate whether a 
suitable ordering exists to allow the OMDD-A to be applied to the case of perfect edges. 
In addition the boundary set notation introduced by Carlier and Lucet [15] will be 
compared to the current VI/CI model, which requires extending it to EHC first. In addition 
other network models will also be investigated. 
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